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Abstract

Even though speaker verification is a broad subject, the commercial and personal use 
implementations  are  rare.  There  are  several  problems  that  need  to  be  solved  before 
speaker verification can become more useful. The amount of pattern matching and feature 
extraction techniques is large and the decision on which ones to use is debatable. One of 
the main problems of speaker verification in general is the impact of noise. The very 
popular feature extraction technique MFCC is inherently sensitive to mismatch between 
training  and  verification  conditions.  MFCC  is  used  in  many  speech  recognition 
applications and is not only useful in text-dependent speaker verification. However the 
most reliable verification techniques are text-dependent. One of the most popular pattern 
matching techniques  in  text-dependent  speaker  verification is  DTW. Although having 
limitations  outside  the  text-dependent  applications  it  is  a  reliable  way  of  matching 
templates  even  with  limited  amount  of  training  material.  The  signal  processing 
techniques, MFCC and DTW are explained and discussed in detail along with a Matlab 
program where these techniques have been implemented.  The choices made in signal 
processing, feature extraction and pattern matching  are determined by discussions of 
available studies on these topics. The results indicate that it is possible to program text-
dependent speaker verification systems that are functional in clean conditions with tools 
like Matlab.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background and Problem Statement

The thesis project started with the objective to find out if the security of today's speaker verification 
systems could be compromised by software that alters a persons voice or by software that can 
synthesize a desired voice that could pass the verification process.

Naturally the first task was to find software that could synthesize or alter human voices. The result 
was negative. There was no software that could alter a persons voice in a sufficiently advanced way. 
The only parameters that could be altered in general were pitch and timbre. None of these programs 
were open source, so there was no way to alter parameters to achieve desirable voice alterations 
either.

1.2 Studied Programs

1.2.1 Voice Altering Software
Following is a list of programs that were tested during the investigation:

Fake Voice 2.5: This is a shareware program that can alter someones voice to sound male, female, 
old, young, hard, robot or shrill. It has several lever controls including pitch, formant, base pitch, 
noise threshold and the on/off buttons voice changer, robot effect and echo effect. It can diagnose 
your base pitch by letting you speak several words in to the microphone.

Blaze Audio Voice Cloak 1.0.47.0: This program is also shareware and has a 14 day trial. It is 
possible to control voice pitch, warble (under water bubbly effect, as described on their website), 
echo, flange, chorus, robot and has an equalizer control panel.

Morphvox Classic: This shareware program is constructed to morph the users voice into sounding 
like  something else.  These  presets  include  child,  dog translator,  hell  demon,  i  robot,  man and 
woman.

Voizgame 6.0.32: This shareware program comes with a 14 day trial and even in this trial mode a 
large part of functions are locked. There are various different presets like animal, female, male, old 
and young. Additionally there are equalizer, timbre and pitch settings too.
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1.2.2 Speaker Verification Software

Having reached a dead end with voice synthesis and voice altering software a new objective was 
set, which was to look for speaker verification software that we could use to analyze what features 
are analyzed for verification. The search was primarily aimed to find freeware but it was extended 
to include commercial software and services too to some extent.

Several programs were found and tested but none of these were functional.

Veritel Screen Saver: This freeware program allows users to lock their screen saver through voice 
verification. It is possible to register several users.

This program however did not work as intended. In the user training process the program was never 
satisfied with the voice volume of the speaker. Several different microphones were tried, including 
build in lap-top-, headset- and professional singing microphones. None of them worked and the last 
attempt to improve the voice volume issue included using a professional compressor to flatten the 
sound volume. This did not work either so the program was disregarded.

WinDentify: A freeware program that has two versions. One for Windows CE and the other for 
Windows desktop. Even though it is claimed that there is a version for PC Windows it could not be 
found. 

The Windows CE version was tried with the use of an CE-emulator but the results were negative. It  
was barely usable because of the frequent crash rate.

MyBioDentity: This trademark claims to sell several different types of software that use biometrics 
as a tool for locking information. There are several biometric methods supported including face-
recognition,  fingerprints,  smart  cards  and voice  verification.  The most  interesting  program was 
bio-iDesk. It is capable of locking your computer, screen-saver and hard drives through the use of 
voice  verification.  It  can  also  require  a  user  to  authenticate  himself  every  time  a  certain 
predetermined time has passed from the last authentication event. It works with other biometric 
authentication technologies as well as named earlier and is available for Windows 2000, XP and 
Vista. 

The price for this product is 45 dollars.

A trial  version was claimed to be available  for download but  it  proved itself  impossible  to  be 
downloaded. The download never started after the activation. The support was contacted but there 
was no answer.  Lastly an attempt was made to call  the company by telephone. The result  was  
negative.  An automated  answering  machine  prompting  a  log  in  was  the  only answer  that  was 
received. Together with some indications that the site was dubious it was decided that nothing more 
could be gained by further pursuing this software.

No other voice verification software were found at this point except those that were virus or spy-
ware infected and doubtfully authentic.
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1.2.3 Companies

The  investigation  continued  by  looking  at  companies  working  on  biometric  systems.  Three 
companies were found. Diaphonics, VoiceVerified and VoiceVault. The company Diaphonics was 
unreachable by telephone and email.  VoiceVerified and  VoiceVault were contacted by telephone 
and email. It turns out that both are working with SaaS (Software as a service) models which means 
that they do not sell software but only provide the software functionality over the internet.

VoiceVerified is a company based in Texas, USA and offers voice enrollment cost that starts at  
$.50/voice enrolled and subsequent authentications are $.25/authentication.

VoiceVault,  which  is  a  company  based  in  the  UK,  pointed  out  that  they  do  not  sell  voice 
verification  software.  According  to  the  sales  director  they  also  work  after  a  SaaS  model  for 
commercial deployment and that the pricing would reflects this.

The conclusion of this investigation is that it  is not possible to test  speaker verification and its 
possibilities, performance and issues without paying substantial amounts of money or be forced to 
use SaaS models of deployment.

Lastly  a  useful  speaker  verification  toolbox  for  Matlab  was  found.  It  is  called  Voicebox  and 
contains  a  lot  of  useful  functions  for  creating  speaker  verification  applications.  It  is  free  for 
download and use.

1.3 New Direction for the Project

After these investigations the thesis project evolved to the current one, which was to program a 
speaker verification system in Matlab for analyzing speaker verification technology and discuss its 
possibilities.
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1.4 Thesis Scope

Like every topic the topic of speech recognition is an extremely broad one. The topics covered in 
this thesis only describe the theory behind the techniques used to obtain the speaker verification 
system created  in  this  thesis.  This  means  that  only  the  theory  behind  text-dependent  speaker 
verification based on MFCC and DTW is  discussed.  There are  no attempts  made to  deal  with 
mismatch problems between training and verification sessions either. The system is developed to be 
used in  front of an ordinary computer  in  a  quiet  room with a  web-cam microphone.  The only 
chapter reaching outside the scope of this thesis is the future work chapter.

1.5 Vocabulary

The vocabulary for this thesis needs to be clarified because there are a lot of expressions that are 
easily mixed up in this area. 

Speech recognition:
To determine what is being said by a speaker. [1]

Speaker recognition:
This is a term encompassing speaker verification and speaker identification. [2]

Speaker verification:
Speaker verification is the task of deciding the truth in an identity claim. 
Other  terms  for  speaker  verification  are  voice  verification,  speaker  authentication,  voice 
authentication, talker authentication and talker verification. [2]

Speaker identification:
Speaker identification is the task of finding the identity of the person associated with a voice print 
in a database. [2]

Voice print:
A voice print is data containing extracted key features from a persons voice sample. [3]

Text-dependent and text-independent recognition:
There is also a difference between text-dependent and text-independent recognition. Text-dependent 
recognition  is  when  the  text  is  the  same for  enrollment  and  verification.  For  text-independent 
systems the text for enrollment can differ from the text used in the verification [1] The downside of 
speaker-independent speaker verification is that large training sets and long testing segments are 
needed to match the performance of text-dependent systems. [4]

Biometrics:
Voice  authentication  systems  use  biometric  methods  which  means  they  rely  on  a  persons 
physiological or behavioral characteristic to find the persons identity or to determine the validity or 
an identity claim. [3]
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2. Theory

2.1 Overview

A generic automatic speaker verification system consists of five major blocks. These are digital 
speech data acquisition, feature extraction, pattern matching, making an accept or reject decision 
and enrollment to generate speaker reference models. [2]

Figure 1: A typical speaker verification system.

The first step is to enroll users that will be using the authentication system. This is done by letting  
the person utter a pass-phrase. This analog speech signal is recorded by a microphone and then 
converted to a digital signal through the use of an A/D-converter. [2]

The next step is to extract features from the signal and save them to a database. The extracted 
feature vector is called a voice-print. Each user will have his own voice-print, also called speaker 
model, in the database that will be used as a reference for the speaker verification task later. Many 
speaker verification systems improve performance by additionally training every user in order to 
improve their speaker model. [2]

Verification of a user is carried out by letting the person speak the pass-phrase belonging to the 
identity he is claiming into the microphone. The analog speech signal is again converted to a digital  
signal and after the features are extracted they are compared to the voice-print from the database 
with the use of a pattern matching. The comparison will yield a match score that will be used for  
determining if the user is accepted or rejected. [2]

To prevent tape recorder attacks in text-dependent speaker verification systems it is necessary to 
have several pass-phrases that can be randomly prompted at verification.
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2.2 Pros and Cons Compared to Other Biometrics

There are several types of biometrics methods of authentication and identification. These include 
fingerprints, face recognition, speaker verification, iris recognition, hand and finger geometry and 
signature verification. [3]

Fingerprints of a person, including identical twins, are unique. It has therefor been used for a long 
time in law enforcement as a tool of biometric identification. Fingerprint systems can be used in 
both authentication and identification mode. [3] The biggest security issue with these systems is the 
vulnerability to artificial prints, “gummy fingers”, which are cheap to produce and work well on 
both optical and capacitive sensors. [5]

Face recognition uses facial images to identify subjects. There are several ways including the use 
of  a normal camera using the visible spectrum or by the use of infrared cameras to capture the 
facial heat emission patterns. The biggest issues are detection of masks or photographs and handling 
the impact of lighting on the subjects face. [3]

Iris recognition uses the unique features of a persons iris to identify them. Today's systems are 
accurate enough to work even in presence of eyeglasses or contact lenses.  It works well for both 
authentication  and  identification  purposes.  Both  face  recognition  and  iris  recognition  have  the 
advantage of not demanding any physical contact for recognition unlike fingerprint authentication 
systems. [3]

Hand and finger geometry identification systems are  similar  to  fingerprint  systems but  they 
measure  physical characteristics like length, width, thickness and surface area instead. [3]

Signature verification systems use a persons written signature for authentication. Speed, pressure 
and  angle  when  the  signature  is  produced  is  used  to  determine  the  validity  of  identity. 
Authentication systems like this are mostly used in e-business applications. [3]

Speaker recognition uses the unique anatomy of an individuals throat and mouth to identify them 
by their voice. [1] The biggest advantage compared to all other biometric systems of identification 
and authentication is that it is the only biometric system that works over a telephone. Compared to 
other methods it's cheap because the major cost only comes from the software being used. [2] 
There are on the other hand a lot of problems to handle in speaker recognition. One of the biggest 
problems are the variability produced by the talkers themselves and the variability produced by the 
transmitting and recording channels. [6] 
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2.3 Speech Production

Speech is produced when air is pushed through the trachea and vocal folds. The pressure is built up 
by the lungs. Several different sounds, also called excitations, can be created by this. When the 
speech is produced by phonated excitation it is called voiced. An example of voiced speech are 
vowels. Speech produced by combining phonation and frication is called mixed voiced. The rest is 
called unvoiced and are generally modeled as white noise. [7]

Figure 2: Anatomical structure of the human vocal system
(Adapted from ‘How language works’, Indiana University and Michael
Gasser, Edition 2.0 2003 www.indiana.edu/~hlw/PhonUnits/vowels.html)

There  are  two traits  that  determine  speaker-specific  characteristics:  physical  and learned  traits. 
Learned traits are speaking-rate,  timing patterns, pitch usage and dialect.  [7] Physical traits are 
formed by the vocal tract which includes size and shape of laryngeal pharynx, oral pharynx, oral 
cavity, nasal cavity and nasal pharynx. It is common for speaker verification systems to mainly 
depend on characteristics derived from the vocal tract. [2]
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3. Signal Processing

3.1 A/D-Conversion

The acoustic sound must be A/D-converted to be digitally processed in the verification program. It 
is important to have a sufficient sampling rate to avoid aliasing. [8]

The problem of aliasing can be shown below where a 60hz cosine is sampled at only 70hz. 
According to the Nyquists sampling theorem the absolute minimum sampling frequency of a 60hz 
cosine should be 120hz.

Figure 3: 60hz cosine sampled at 70hz resulting in a 10hz cosine alias.
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3.2 Pre-emphasis

Due to the characteristics of the human speech production the higher frequencies get dampened 
while the lower frequencies are boosted. To avoid that lower frequencies dominate the signal it is 
common to apply a high-pass FIR-filter before the feature extraction phase in speaker verification 
systems. [7]

Voiced sounds have a -12dB/octave slope but when sound radiates past  the lips there occurs a 
+6dB/octave boost  to  the spectrum. In effect  when the  sound reaches  the microphone it  has  a 
-6dB/octave  down  slope  compared  to  the  true  spectrum  of  the  vocal  tract.  Unvoiced  sounds 
however do not need any pre-emphasis because their spectrum is already flat. [8]

The following first order FIR-filter can be applied to flatten the spectrum of the human voice: 

F  z =1−kz−1 , 0 < k < 1

This means the discrete output of the filter is as follows:

y [n]=s [n]−k⋅s[n−1] , 0 < k < 1

where y[n] is the output and s[n] the signal input of the FIR-filter. [7]

Figure 4: A first order FIR with magnitude and phase graph.
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Figure 5: FIR Applied on voice sample.
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3.3 Noise-Gate

A noise-gate is  used to  remove background noise from a voice sample and thereby remove its 
influence on the feature vectors. All amplitudes below a certain threshold are set to zero. In the 
areas of the voice sample where there is speech pushing the amplitude above the set threshold the 
noise-gate needs to be deactivated, otherwise it would cut off the wave amplitude while it is passing 
the area from the negative threshold to the positive one. The time it takes for the noise-gate to 
deactivate once the signal is above the threshold is called Attack time. The time it takes for it to 
activate once the signal drops below the threshold is called Hold time. [9]

Figure 6: Illustration of gate, threshold, attack and hold.
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3.4 Alignment
After a noise-gate is applied the voice sample can be aligned to start from zero on the time axis.  
This can reduce some of the workload for the pattern matching process later in the program since 
the voice samples are much closer to each other then they otherwise would be. [10]

Figure 7: Two voice samples of the same word unaligned (top two) and aligned (bottom two).
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3.5 Scaling

After features are extracted from the voice sample it is useful to apply normalization to each feature 
vector to increase robustness. [11][12]

Figure 8: Here a simple normalization is applied to adjust each of the three MFCCs to fit between  
-1 and 1. As we can see their amplitudes are much closer to each other after normalization than  
they were before.
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4. Feature Extraction

4.1 Overview

There are several different ways of extracting features from a voice sample. The most important 
properties of useful feature extraction methods should be:

• High inter-speaker variation

• Low intra-speaker variation

• Easy to measure

• Robust against disguise and mimicry

• Robust against distortion and noise

• Maximally internally independent features

One of the most popular and effective ways is to use MFCC. It was originally developed for speech 
recognition but is now one of the most common feature extraction techniques in speaker verification 
today. The idea behind using MFCC is the assumption that the human hearing is an optimal speaker 
recognizer, although this has not yet been confirmed by studies. [8]

The MFCC feature extraction process consists of six major steps performed in the following order:

1. Framing

2. Windowing

3. Discrete Fourier Transforming

4. Mel-Frequency Warping

5. Log Compression and Discrete Cosine Transforming

6. Calculation of Delta and Delta-Delta Coefficients

In the following chapters each step will be explained in more detail.
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4.2 Framing

The first step is framing. The speech signal is split up into frames typically with the length of 10 to  
30 milliseconds. The frame length is important due to the trade off between time and frequency 
resolution. If it is too long it will not be able to capture local spectral properties and if too short the 
frequency resolution would degrade. The frames overlap each other typically by 25% to 70% of 
their  own length.  Overlapping  is  used  to  make  sure  that  each  speech  sound  is  approximately 
centered at some frame. [8]

Figure 9: Frame overlap figure. Frame length of 23.2 msec with 50% overlap.
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4.3 Windowing

After the signal is split up into frames each frame is multiplied by a window function. A good 
window function has a narrow main lobe and a low side lobe. A smooth tapering at the edges is  
desired to minimize discontinuities. The most common window used in speech processing is the 
Hamming window. [8]

The Hamming window is defined as [13]:

w [n]={0.54−0.46⋅cos  2n
N

 ,0nN−1

0, otherwise

The waveform and magnitude response are shown in the figure below.

Figure 10: The Hamming window.
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Below we can see a frame before and after the Hamming window is applied. The result is achieved 
by multiplying the Hamming window curve above with the curve in the frame below.

Figure 11: Before and after a Hamming window is applied to a frame.

4.4 Discrete Fourier Transforming

The third step is to apply the discrete fourier transform on each frame.

X k=∑
n=0

N−1

xn⋅e
−2 i k n

N , k=0,. .. , N−1

The fastest way to calculate the DFT is to use FFT which is an algorithm that can speed up DFT 
calculations by a hundred-folds. [8]
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4.5 Mel-Frequency Warping

The mel scale is based on how the human hearing perceives frequencies. It was defined by setting 
1000 mels equal to 1000 hz as a reference point. Then listeners were asked to adjust the physical 
pitch until they perceived it as two-fold ten-fold and half, and those frequencies were then labeled 
as 2000 mel, 10000 mel and 500 mel respectively. The resulting scale was called the mel scale and 
is approximately linear below frequencies of 1000hz and logarithmic above. [14]

The mel frequency can be approximated by the following equation:

mel  f =2595⋅log101
f

700


where f is the actual frequency and mel(f) is the perceived one. [7]

Figure 12: Plot of mels versus hertz.

The mel frequency warping when calculating MFCCs is accomplished by the use of a triangular 
mel spaced filter bank. It consists of several triangular shaped and mel spaced filters, and their 
outputs are described by [7]:

Y i =∑
j=1

N

S j⋅H i j

where S j  is the N-point magnitude spectrum and H i j  the sampled magnitude response of an 
M-channel filter bank. The mel frequency filter bank is applied in the frequency domain. [7]
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Figure 13: A Mel spaced filter bank consisting of 27 triangle shaped filters. As we can see the filter  
spacing is linear below 1khz and logarithmic above.
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4.6 Log Compression and Discrete Cosine Transforming

Step five is to apply compression by using a logarithm on the filter outputs Y(i) and then to apply 
the  discrete cosine transform which yields the MFCCs c[n] according to the following formula 
[13]:

c [n]=∑
i=1

M

log Y i ⋅cos  n
M

i−1
2


4.7 Calculation of Delta and Delta-Delta Coefficients

Delta  and  delta-delta  coefficients  are  used  to  add  time  evolution  information.  The  first  order 
derivative is called delta coefficient and the second order derivative is called delta-delta coefficient. 
[7]

The simplest way is to differentiate. The n-th delta feature is then defined by:
 f k [ n]= f kM [n]− f k−M [n]

and the n-th delta-delta feature is accordingly defined by:

2 f k [n]= f kM [n]− f k−M [n]

where M typically is 2-3 frames. The differentiation is done for each feature vector separately. [8]
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5. Enrollment, Training and Verification

5.1 Enrollment and Training

In this phase the speaker verification system records the pass-phrase uttered by the user and extracts 
the MFCC features and stores them as the voice-print of that user. Training is used to improve the 
recognition performance of speaker verification systems by recording several utterances of the pass-
phrase instead of just one. 

When using DTW though there exists a tradeoff between recognition accuracy and computational 
efficiency.  The reason for  this  is  that  creating several  templates  for  a  persons pass-phrase will 
increase the number of DTW paths that need to be computed every time before a decision is made.  
[15]

5.2 Pattern Matching

In the verification process there is a need to compare speaker models to determine their similarity, 
i.e. to determine if they are from the same person or not. A common pattern matching technique for 
text-dependent speaker verification systems is dynamic time warping, which uses template based 
speaker models [2]. DTW is used to measure similarity of two time series that may vary in time and 
speed. [10]

The  goal  of  DTW  is  to  find  a  path  { p1 , q1 , p2 , q2 , ... ,  pk , qk}  that  minimizes 

∑
i=1

k

∣t  pi−r q i∣  where  t and  r are vectors of lengths m and n,  respectively.  The following 

constraints need to be applied: 

Boundary conditions:  p1 , q1=1,1 &  pk , qk =m ,n

Local constraint: For any given node i , j   in the path, the possible fan-in nodes are restricted to 
i−1, j , i , j−1 and i−1, j−1 . It guarantees a monotonically non-decreasing path. For 

any given element in t there should at least be one corresponding element in r, and vice versa.

The optimal path is then calculated through recursion:

D i , j =∣t i −r  j ∣min {D i−1, j  , Di−1, j−1 , Di , j−1}
with the starting condition D 1,1=∣t 1−r 1∣

The total DTW distance will be given by D m , n once the whole matrix is filled using the 
recursive formula for D i , j   above. [16]
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Figure 14: A MFCC before and after being dynamically time warped.

5.3 Decision Process

The last step is the decision process and is based on the DTW distance computed. The lower the  
DTW distance value is, the higher the matching score. The decision is made by:

match score S j ,VP j{ j , accept speaker j
 j , reject speaker j where   j  is the verification threshold,  S j  

the  speaker  voice-print  which  is  compared  to  the  voice  print  VP j  from the  database.  The 
verification threshold can be set same for all speakers or it can be speaker dependent. [8]

The threshold is determined by finding a balance between the false rejection rate (FRR) and the 
false acceptance rate (FAR) of the system, the former meaning rejecting a valid user and the latter  
accepting an intruder. The higher one rate goes the lower the other one gets and vice versa. The 
balance of these two errors is application dependent. [8]
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6. Matlab Program

The speaker verification system was implemented in Matlab with the help of several functions 
provided by Voicebox. The most important function was melcepst.m. It calculates the MFCCs of a 
signal. This function calls on several other functions also included in Voicebox. The source code for 
these functions are found on the Voicebox site.

[http://www.ee.ic.ac.uk/hp/staff/dmb/voicebox/doc/voicebox/Contents.html]. 

Dynamic Time Warping was implemented by using a source code named dtw.m which can be found 
on Matlab Central. It calculates the DTW distance of two vectors.

[http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/16350-continuous-dynamic-time-warping]

Several built in Matlab functions were also used, including functions for the graphical user interface 
(GUI) and transforming calculations. These source codes are documented in Matlab and on the 
Matlab website.

[http://www.mathworks.com/help/techdoc/ref/f16-6011.html]

This  speaker  verification  program  is  implemented  through  a  total  of  ten  m-files,  excluding 
melcepst.m (or the functions it in turn calls up) and dtw.m. The main file, where basically all the 
logic and flow of the program resides,  is  called MainGUI.m. It  was created by using GUIDE, 
Matlabs GUI building tool. The program logic is then mainly filled into the button press action parts 
of the MainGUI code.

MainGUI:

This  function  executes  different  parts  of  its  body depending  on  the  users  actions  in  the  user 
interface. 

The listbox1 callback function executes when the user marks a new item on the list by clicking it 
or if he clicks somewhere within the listbox.

The pushbuttonX callback functions execute when the user presses a button indexed X. There are 
push buttons for adding, training, verifying and deleting a user. The flowcharts for these functions 
can be found in the appendix chapter 11.2.
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Figure 15: The graphical user interface.

Add: Adds a new user to the list and initiates its variables. 

Train: Adds another voice-print template of the pass-phrase to the users database and adjusts the 
feature vector selection.

Verify: Verifies the user by comparing the spoken pass-phrase to the pass-phrase templates in the 
database of that user.

Delete: Removes a user from the list and the database.
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7. Discussion

7.1 Matlab Implementation Decisions

The first step of programming a speaker verification program in Matlab was to clarify the tools 
needed for  the  task.  The techniques  that  were going to  be  used in  each main  step  of  speaker 
verification needed to be determined and their parameters set to reasonable and working values. 
This  was  done by investigating  articles  covering  the  topic  of  speech recognition.  This  section 
describes the implementation choices and the information they were based on, bringing forward the 
positive features of these choices.

7.1.1 Sampling

The sample-rate and -resolution of the A/D-conversion were the first parameters to be determined. 
It is shown that in many cases sample-rates of 8kHz with 16-bit resolution work sufficiently well 
for speech recognition thus these same settings were implemented. [15][17][18][19][20]

7.1.2 Pre-processing

The next  step was to  investigate  if  there were ways of pre-processing the digital  signal before 
extracting features from it. It turns out that there are three techniques that can improve speaker 
verification systems: Pre-emphasis, Noise-Gate and Alignment. These were implemented the way 
described in the theory section. The pre-emphasis factor k was set  to a recommended value of 0.97. 
[7] The settings for the noise-gate were found by trial and error because they were dependent on the 
background noise level.

7.1.3 Feature Extraction

The feature extracting technique was decided on by considering several techniques. The use of Mel 
Frequency  Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) is one of the most used feature extraction techniques in 
speaker recognition.  [21][20][18][22][23] Studies show that MFCC parameters appear to be more 
effective  then  power  spectrum  based  features  when  representing  speech.  [21] Since  Matlab 
Voicebox included a MFCC extraction function there was no reason not to choose this technique for 
the feature extraction step in our program.

In the MFCC feature extraction function there was a need to decide on parameters. Many of them 
had default values and these were confirmed to be reasonable and thus were used.

First the amount of MFCCs needed to be set. The default value of 12 was evaluated. A study made 
with 12 MFCCs with delta and delta-delta coefficients (total of 36 coefficients), excluding c[0] and 
energy  coefficients,  shows  that  these  can  be  used  with  good  results.  [20] Another  study  also 
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indicates that the delta coefficients are more noise robust then the static features and that the delta-
delta  coefficients  further  improve  recognition  performance  in  clean  conditions.  Delta-delta 
coefficients are more noise robust then static features. [24] Together with the indication that cepstral 
coefficients of high order and first derivatives of all cepstral coefficients were the most useful for 
speaker verification purposes it was decided on including the delta and delta-delta coefficients for 
the 12 MFCCs.  [25] In a speaker verification system based on MFCC feature extraction together 
with SVM pattern matching it is also shown that there is a specific MFCC order that yields the best  
performance. Orders below or above yield worse equal error rate and average accuracy rate. [18] It 
was hard to make a conclusion of the perfect MFCC order for our  system where also the delta and 
delta-delta for each MFCC was included. The conclusion one could make is that there probably is 
such an optimal MFCC order in our system too but that it can only be found by trial and error  
methods. Summing up these studies the conclusion was made that using 12 MFCCs together with 
their delta and delta-delta coefficients, i.e. a total of 36 coefficients, being reasonable.

The frame length was set to 23.2 ms by the function which is within the typical range of 10-30 ms  
normally used.  The frame overlap was set to 50% by default which is also well within the typical  
values of 25-70%. [8]

There  were  three  options  for  windowing:  Rectangular,  Hanning  and  Hamming.  The  choice  of 
windowing was made by verifying that the default windowing choice, Hamming windowing, was 
reasonable. Comparison between rectangular and Hanning windowing quickly ruled out rectangular 
windowing.  [26] A comparison of triangular,  rectangular  and hamming window combined with 
either a linear scale and a mel scale shows that the combination of Hamming windows and the mel  
scale gives the best performance. [22] Therefor the decision was made to keep the default choice of 
the function.

The next step was to decide what kind of filtering was best suited for our system. The choice was  
between the Bark and the Mel scale, the mel scale being the default choice. Experiments show that 
the Bark scale and Mel scale filter banks have equivalent performance and provide advantage over 
uniformly space filter banks when training and testing conditions are unmatched. [20] Thus in our 
case it didn't seem to be an important choice and therefor it was decided to let the default setting 
remain unchanged.

The shape of the filters in the filter bank is triangular by default which is the shape that is used in 
MFCC feature extraction. [15][19]

The number of filters was set to 27 by default which seems to be a reasonable amount based on 
observations made in experiments. Experiments using a MFCC based feature extraction together 
with a VQ pattern matching system have shown that the number of filters affects the performance of 
it  and  that  there  is  an  optimal  amount  of  filters  that  achieves  optimal  performance.  In  this 
experiment 32 filters were used. [26] Another experiment used 24 filters [19], thus it was concluded 
that 27 filters, being between 24 and 32, as reasonable. As in the case of MFCC parameter amount it 
is hard to draw any conclusions how many filters are optimal in our system but it helps to get an 
estimation of where to start and from there find the optimal setting. Further optimization of the 
number of filters will probably be necessary for optimal performance.

7.1.4 Post-processing

Lastly it was concluded that post-processing of the MFCCs could increase the performance of our 
system. It is known that an effective normalization of extracted features can improve identification 
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rates  [22] and  that  normalized  MFCCs  give  lower  false  acceptance  rates  when  the  speaker 
verification systems are tested. [11]

7.1.5 Pattern Matching

Being finished with the feature extraction process it was time to decide on which pattern matching 
technique to use. As in many cases above different studies were consulted to reach a conclusion. 
There are several popular classification techniques (pattern matching): HMM, GMM, DTW, VQ. 
Comparisons between VQ and DTW show that DTW gives much less error rates on small samples. 
DTW is therefor suited for high security, because of low false acceptance rates, short pass-phrase 
applications. [27] This excluded VQ.

Comparing  HMM,  GMM  and  DTW indicated  that  DTW was  the  more  suitable  classification 
technique. DTW works well even with small amount of enrollment data  [19] and is also better at 
modeling temporal aspects of speech where HMM and GMM systems are limited. DTW is also 
better than HMM for short duration phrases and word-spotting  [17]. Together with the fact that 
DTW has a lower computational cost then HMM and GMM, even though still being high,  [28] it 
was decided that DTW was a good choice for our program. Another insurance was a report on a 
program developed  for  speaker  verification  in  Matlab  using  the  same  combination  of  feature 
extraction and classification technique, i.e. MFCC together with DTW. [10]
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7.1.6 Training

The last step was to decide on if and how to train user templates when using MFCC together with  
DTW.

Studies show that multi-template DTW perform better than single template DTW. This is because of 
intra-speaker variability.  The quality of reference templates greatly affects recognition accuracy. 
The solution is to use several templates for the same phrase. [29] In experiments there is significant 
improvement when comparing one template to four templates.  [30] Other experiments also show 
that a five template reference is superior to a single composite template when comparing their mean 
error  rates.  [31] In many cases multiple  templates  have shown to improve system performance 
considerably,  [15] which is why a training mode acquiring several templates per user and pass-
phrase was implemented.

7.1.7 Feature Selection

To  improve  performance  further  one  last  solution  was  implemented  which  is  called  feature 
selection. Since one of the most important attributes of a feature is low intra-speaker variation [8] 
an  attempt  was made to  improve that  aspect  of  the  features  by removing a  certain  amount  of 
features  amongst  the  36  MFCCs  that  had  the  highest  intra-speaker  variation.  It  was  done  by 
comparing all the templates of a users pass-phrase to each other with DTW and removing the 24 
features with the highest variation during these comparisons. This ensured that the 12 remaining 
features used to verify a certain user are user adjusted and thus should reduce false acceptance and 
false rejections. The method used to find the best set of 12 features was the K-best method.  This  
simple method uses the best subset of k features considered one at a time. The drawback is that a set 
of the best individual k features is not necessarily the best set of k features. [32] Since the positive 
results of feature selection in clean conditions were speculative it was decided that no unnecessary 
time  would  be  spent  on  improving  it  by  using  a  better  but  more  complex  technique.  The 
performance however in noisy conditions can be expected to improve when using feature selection 
according to studies. [23]
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7.2 Possible Issues

This  section  describes  the  possible  issues  of  the  implementation  choices  made in  the  previous 
chapter.  These  are  again  based  on other  similar  studies  and will  bring  the  downsides  of  these 
choices forward. Possible solutions to these problems are discussed in the next section.

7.2.1 Sampling-rate

The the first problem is that the sampling-rate might be too low to be able to record a human voice  
in a lossless way. Human speech contains significant energy from zero frequency up to around 
5kHz. [26] This would mean that the minimum sampling-rate needs to be above 10kHz. According 
to  the  Nyquist  sampling  theorem  the  sampling-rate  needs  to  be  at  least  twice  the  maximum 
frequency contained in the signal to avoid any loss of information. The impact of using a sampling-
rate of 8kHz instead of one above 10kHz on recognition accuracy is difficult to estimate but it is 
definitely worth considering a higher sampling-rate if possible to avoid any performance loss that 
might be the result of aliasing. The added computational strain is minimal therefor there should be 
no reason not to apply a sampling-rate higher then 10kHz if the hardware allows it. Research on 
factors affecting MFCC based systems have shown that in clean conditions high sampling-rates 
yield  better  results  but  interestingly the  same is  not  true  under  noisy conditions  where  higher 
sampling-rates can degrade performance of the speaker recognition system. [33]

7.2.2 Noise

The next issue is the impact of noise on systems based on MFCC feature extraction. While being 
one of the most popular feature extraction methods it is prone to performance degradation when 
operating in noisy conditions. The mismatch between training and verification causes the biggest 
problems.  [34][35] Since our system is based on the MFCC feature extraction technique it  can 
easily be assumed that  noise  will  degrade its  performance noticeably since the only anti-noise 
measure in place being feature selection.
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7.2.3 Computational Complexity

Another issue is  the DTW based speaker verification systems dependence on reliable reference 
templates. The quality of reference templates greatly affects recognition accuracy. One solution is to 
use several templates for the same phrase but this is computationally inefficient when using DTW 
as matching technique.  [29] The issue  being the  inability of  DTW to take  advantage of  larger 
amounts of training material. [17] As discussed earlier multiple templates do improve performance 
but at the same time increase computation time because more DTW paths have to be computed for 
decision making.  [15] From the summary of these studies we can conclude that our system will 
have significant computational strain when training data grows. It is therefor advised to keep the 
training data to a minimum to get reasonable computation times in training  and verification mode. 
A positive side of DTW though is that it still works well even with very limited training data. [19]

7.2.4 Score Normalization

The last issue is the absence of score normalization in the decision process. When a pass-phrase is 
recorded  in  a  clean  environment  during  training  and  then  verification  is  recorded  in  a  noisy 
environment the match scores deteriorate. This results in that everyone, including authentic users, 
gets rejected, which means that the false rejection rate of the system increases. [8] This means that 
it can be expected that the false rejection rate of our system to increase if the verification conditions  
are noisier then the training conditions. 
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7.3 Improvements

This section will discuss improvement possibilities of the developed speaker verification system 
and can be split into three parts. The first part will discuss improvements that can be made on the  
MFCC feature extraction procedure. The second part will discuss improvements on DTW through 
modification of the DTW classification technique. The last part will discuss remaining suggestions 
on improving the speaker verification system, including the problems mentioned in the previous 
section.

There are several ways to reduce the impact of noise on speaker verification systems. These include 
feature  compensation  methods,  model  compensation  methods,  score  compensation  methods, 
filtering techniques, noise compensation, use of microphone arrays and missing feature approaches. 
[23] Since there are so many methods of improving verification performance in general and its 
noise robustness there will only be suggestions on how to improve the MFCC feature extraction and 
the DTW classification procedure.

7.3.1 MFCC

The  improvements  of  the  MFCC extraction  technique  can  be  split  up  into  two  parts.  First  is  
improvement of the performance in general and the second part is improving the noise robustness.  
There are many suggestions and solutions to the latter problem but the former one will be discussed 
first.

One  promising  approach  to  improve  MFCC  performance  is  to  use  pitch  synchronous  feature 
extraction  which  uses  flexible  segmentation  to  reduce  spectral  mismatch  between  training  and 
testing. A study shows it can improve the error rate of a text-dependent speaker verification system 
using MFCC combined with GMM by 26.7%. [36] The improvement on our system, which is based 
on MFCC and DTW, is hard to estimate but it is reasonable to assume that improvements can be 
made even here.

The inherent problem of MFCCs, being prone to performance degradation in noisy environments, is 
partly  dependent  on  the  log  function  used  in  the  MFCC calculation  process.  To  improve  this 
inherent deficiency the log function can be replaced by a combination of a power law function 
together with the log function. [34] Another proposed solution is to replace the log function with a 
root  function  which  has  also  shown to  increase  noise  robustness.  [37][38] Due  to  the  uneven 
sensitivity of MFCC features to mismatches in the environment it is also possible to use weighting 
methods, which are attractive because they only need a trivial change in the decoding process. [35]
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7.3.2 DTW

The biggest  issue  with  DTW, the  reference  template  issue,  was discussed  in  chapter  7.2.  It  is  
sensible to find a solution to this problem first before going any further with this classification 
technique. There is a proposed solution to this issue called cross-words reference template (CWRT). 
It  uses  several  templates  to  model  each  pass-phrase  just  like  in  our  system  but  with  less 
computational strain because the templates are only compared once to each other instead of at every 
verification session. The template preparation is performed as follows:

• A few examples of a word are recorded. 4 is normally enough.

• The template with the length closest to the average length of all the templates is chosen to be 
the best template.

• The other templates are then time-aligned to the best template using DTW.

• The last step is to average all the time-aligned templates across each frame that results in the 
CWRT. 

This method, combined with MFCC feature extraction, improves single digit recognition rate from 
85.3% to 99% when comparing the use of a single template and a 40-template CWRT, according to 
a study. [29] The CWRT method tries to make use of several templates just like our system but in a 
more computationally efficient way. However it is important to point out that CWRT might not 
improve  the  recognition  performance  of  our  system  because  the  study  only  compares  single 
template with a CWRT. Our system is based on the comparison of several training templates to the 
verification template using DTW at every verification. According to a study comparing averaging 
methods like CWRT to methods similar to ours the averaging methods perform slightly worse. [39] 
Even if CWRT proves not to improve the performance of our system it might still be preferable 
because of its computational advantages.

An interesting and simple improvement to DTW is time scale modification (TSM). Studies show 
that TSM reduces the computational complexity of DTW and at the same time increases the noise 
robustness of recognition systems. TSM is achieved by shrinking test and reference pass-phrases on 
the time axis by a certain optimal factor. Studies show that MFCC feature extraction combined with 
DTW and TSM can reduce the computational complexity up to 75% in clean conditions without 
affecting the recognition accuracy. [28]

7.3.3 Remaining Improvements

As described in chapter 7.2.1 there are possible issues with the sample-rate in the A/D-conversion. 
Based on the facts discussed in that chapter it is suggested that a sampling frequency of 11025Hz 
should be used instead of 8KHz.

Another improvement would be to only record a voice sample when a person is speaking into the 
microphone instead of always recording a 5 second long sample after the train or verification button 
is pressed. This would decrease the risk of contaminating the voice sample with accidental noise in 
training and verification mode.
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8. Conclusion

The first observation that can be made about speech recognition is that, although the subject being 
broad and of high current interest, the software available is limited. This on the other hand allowed 
the journey through speech recognition to start from the beginning. Many studies were reviewed to 
reach conclusions on how to produce a functional speaker verification program in Matlab.  The 
result of the reviewed studies on speaker verification yielded the answer that MFCC and DTW 
work  well  together  for  text-dependent  speaker  verification  purposes.  Together  with  smaller 
adjustments and improvements of the weak spots of these two techniques, it can be concluded that a 
fully operational speaker verification program can be developed in a Matlab environment. Even 
though feature extraction and pattern matching are core functions of a speaker verification system 
there  was  a  surprising  amount  of  lateral  problems  to  understand  and  overcome.  The  signal 
processing part of speech recognition for example is not to be underestimated.

Due to time restrictions and absence of speech corpora (large databases consisting of speech) there 
was no possibility to test the performance of the program extensively. The results of shorter test  
sessions with limited users showed impressive performance in clean conditions. In some cases, 
under optimal conditions, FARs of down to 0% along with acceptable FRRs could be observed. No 
tests were conducted in noisy environments but mismatch between training and verification sessions 
seemed  to  have  noticeable  impact  on  the  system  just  like  predicted  in  chapter  7.2.  The 
computational strain caused by the multi-template model used was noticeable even with only two 
templates using a modern computer. A user trained with five repetitions of his pass-phrase would 
have to wait several seconds in verification mode for a result. Even though these results point in a  
positive direction, they have no scientific weight. This is because the amount of users tested was 
limited to a handful of people, which is not enough to draw any accurate conclusions from. The 
author hopes future evaluation of the system will determine its true performance.
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9. Future Work

Where this thesis project ends another one can begin. There are several ways of expanding this  
system for example by including speaker identification functionality and adding solutions for noise 
robustness. Other ways to continue is to expand to a text-independent system. Though this would 
require a pattern matching technique other then DTW. The MFCC and signal processing part of this 
project  would still  be  viable  to  use.  This  chapter  will  conclude this  thesis  project  by covering 
additions and improvements to the area of speaker recognition that are outside the scope specified 
in chapter 1.4. It would be impossible to include all possible branches from here on thus only two 
will be covered. The first branch will cover improvements based on direct comparison of a new 
technique  to  the  one  used  in  this  project  and  the  second  branch  will  briefly  name  remaining 
techniques of interest.

A close relative to DTW is derivative dynamic time warping (DDTW). An inherent weakness of 
DTW is that it only considers Y-axis values when determining the alignment of two signals. This 
gives unintuitive alignments where a single point of one of the signal is mapped onto a large section 
of the other. To avoid such behavior DDTW is used instead. Instead of considering Y-axis values for 
alignment  it  considers  the  shape  by using  the  local  derivatives.  This  way DDTW can achieve 
superior alignments compared to the ordinary DTW technique. [40]

An interesting study on the performance of DTW, AA and ARVM in combination with MFCC or 
LPCC in text-dependent speaker verification shows that the combination of ARVM and MFCC 
yields the best results. Surprisingly ARVM even outperforms DTW when short training data is used. 
ARVMs are used to describe the parametric vectors' trajectories of analyzed speech data. Similarity 
between two ARVMs is then determined by evaluation of their influence on the same  test vector 
sequence. [19]

Since DTW lacks the generalization power of HMM and GMM it could be of interest to further 
investigate these two popular pattern matching methods, especially when venturing into the area of 
text-independent speaker verification. It is also common to combine classification techniques to 
extract the positive features of each one. An example of this is the combination of GMM and DTW,  
named GDW, which has the advantage of having the generalization power of the GMM and the 
capability  to  model  the  temporal  aspects  of  speech.  [17] Other  examples  of  successful  hybrid 
classification solutions are HMM/GMM [41], HMM/ANN [42] and GMM/SVM [43].

An interesting replacement of the widely used feature extraction technique MFCC is the wavelet 
transform. Unlike MFCCs it doesn't lack the ability to resolve the temporal characteristics of the  
signal.  [44] Another interesting alternative is  the Zak Transform which is  an alternative with a 
model and identification complexity advantage. [45]
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11. Appendix

11.1 Matlab Code

MainGUI.m

function varargout = MainGUI(varargin)
% MAINGUI M-file for MainGUI.fig
%      MAINGUI, by itself, creates a new MAINGUI or raises the existing
%      singleton*.
%
%      H = MAINGUI returns the handle to a new MAINGUI or the handle to
%      the existing singleton*.
%
%      MAINGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
%      function named CALLBACK in MAINGUI.M with the given input arguments.
%
%      MAINGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new MAINGUI or raises the
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are
%      applied to the GUI before MainGUI_OpeningFcn gets called.  An
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to MainGUI_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one
%      instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
 
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help MainGUI
 
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 19-Jun-2010 00:05:11
 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ...
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ...
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @MainGUI_OpeningFcn, ...
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @MainGUI_OutputFcn, ...
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ...
                   'gui_Callback',   []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
 
if nargout
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
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% --- Executes just before MainGUI is made visible.
function MainGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject    handle to figure
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin   command line arguments to MainGUI (see VARARGIN)
 
% Choose default command line output for MainGUI
handles.output = hObject;
 
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
 
% UIWAIT makes MainGUI wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
 
 
 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = MainGUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject    handle to figure
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
 
 
 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function listbox1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to listbox1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
 
 
 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function text1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to text1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
 
 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function text2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to text2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
 
 
 
% --- Executes on selection change in listbox1 = Name list.
function listbox1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to listbox1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns listbox1 contents as 
cell array
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from listbox1
 
D = dir('*.mat'); 
%gets all files ending with .mat
D = cellfun(@(x) x(1:end-4),{D.name},'Un',0); 
%removes .mat from file name
 
if (length(D) == length(get(handles.listbox1, 'String'))) 
%prevents name import if it's already done 
    %do nothing
else
    %List is populated with users saved from previous sessions
    i = 1;
 
    while i < (length(D) + 1)
        prev_str = get(handles.listbox1, 'String'); 
%gets the previous list of names
        prev_str{end + 1} = D{i}; 
%adds the name to the end of the list
        set(handles.listbox1, 'String', prev_str, 'Value', length(prev_str));
%updates list
        i = i + 1;
    end
end
 
name_list = get(handles.listbox1, 'String');
selected_name = name_list(get(handles.listbox1,'Value'));
load(cell2mat(selected_name),'voice_print_cell','count','significant_features');
 
set(handles.text1,'String',['Count: ' num2str(count)]);
set(handles.text2,'String',['Significant features:  ' 
num2str(significant_features)]);
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function edit1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit1 as text
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit1 as a
%        double
 
 
 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1 = Add.
 
function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
%Checks if edit1 is empty.
if get(handles.edit1,'String')
    %gets current items on list
    prev_str = get(handles.listbox1, 'String');
    %adds new item to the end of list
    prev_str{end + 1} = get(handles.edit1, 'String');
    %updates new list to GUI
    set(handles.listbox1, 'String', prev_str, 'Value', length(prev_str));       
 
    %Creates a user file named after the user for saving voice data
 
    %gets the whole list of names
    name_list = get(handles.listbox1, 'String');
    %picks out the selected name
    selected_name = name_list(get(handles.listbox1,'Value'));                   
 
    %Initiation of variables
    voice_print_cell{1} = 0; 
    significant_features = 0;
    count = 0;
    save(cell2mat(selected_name),'voice_print_cell','count','significant_feature
s');
    set(handles.text1,'String',['User' selected_name 'added and saved.']);
    set(handles.text2,'String',' ');
else
    set(handles.text1,'String','Error: Trying to add empty string.');
    set(handles.text2,'String',' ');
end
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% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton2 = Train.
%
%This function records a voice sample, extracts the MFCCs and stores them 
%in the voice print database of the user that is marked in the listbox.
%Every time the train button is pressed it will record another voice sample
%and add another set of MFCCs to the marked users voice print database.
%If there is more then one set of MFCCs in the voice print database of the
%user it will also update a vector called significant_features which 
%indicates the significant set of MFCCs for that user for optimal matching
%results.
 
function pushbutton2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to pushbutton2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
name_list = get(handles.listbox1, 'String');
selected_name = name_list(get(handles.listbox1,'Value'));
 
set(handles.text1,'String',['Speak your name:' selected_name]);
 
 
%Loads the stored voice prints of the user marked in the listbox.
load(cell2mat(selected_name),'voice_print_cell','count','significant_features');
voice_print_old = voice_print_cell;
 
%Collecting a new voice sample and processing the information
voice_sample = get_sample;
[voice_sample sound_length] = noise_gate(voice_sample,1);
 
 
if (sound_length == 0)
    set(handles.text1,'String','Error: No sound registered.');
    set(handles.text2,'String',' ');
else
    voice_sample = applyFIR(voice_sample);
    voice_sample = align(voice_sample);
    voice_print = melcepst(voice_sample,11025,'dD');
    voice_print = normalize_matrix(voice_print);

    %Initiates the vector if it has not been used yet
    if significant_features == 0
        %The vector is filled with zeros and has the same length as the number
        %of features used by the system.
        significant_features = zeros(1,size(voice_print,2));                    
    end
 
    %Activates count if not used yet to keep track of number of data sets per
    %parameter and user.
    if count == 0
        count = 1;
        voice_print_cell{1} = voice_print;
    else
        count = count + 1;
        voice_print_cell{count} = voice_print;
        significant_features = update_significant_features(voice_print_cell);
    end
 
    %Saves the new data
    save(cell2mat(selected_name),'voice_print_cell','count','significant_feature
s');
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    set(handles.text1,'String',['User' selected_name 'trained.']);
    set(handles.text2,'String',['Significant features:  ' 
num2str(significant_features)]);
end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton3 = Verify.
%
% This function activates the verification process. It decides if the
% identity claim of the user is true or false. The person is tested against
% the person marked in the listbox by comparing their voice prints after a
% voice sample is recorded. The verdict is written in a textbox.
 
function pushbutton3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to pushbutton3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
name_list = get(handles.listbox1, 'String');
selected_name = name_list(get(handles.listbox1,'Value'));
 
set(handles.text1,'String',['Speak your name:' selected_name]);
set(handles.text2,'String','Busy');
 
%Getting voice sample for comparison
voice_sample_test = get_sample;
[voice_sample_test sound_length] = noise_gate(voice_sample_test,1);
 
 
 
if (sound_length == 0)
    set(handles.text1,'String','Error: No sound registered.');
    set(handles.text2,'String',' ');
else
    voice_sample_test = applyFIR(voice_sample_test);
    voice_sample_test = align(voice_sample_test);
    voice_print_test = melcepst(voice_sample_test,11025,'dD');
    voice_print_test = normalize_matrix(voice_print_test);

 
    %Getting features from voice-print database for comparison with the claimed
    %identity, which is the marked user in the listbox.
    load(cell2mat(selected_name),'voice_print_cell','significant_features');
 
    if (sum(significant_features) == 0)
        set(handles.text1,'String','Error: Significant feature vector empty.');
        set(handles.text2,'String',' ');
    else
        %Pattern matching with dynamic time warping
        result = 
compare(voice_print_cell,voice_print_test,significant_features);
 
        %Verdict
        threshold = 1;
        if (result < threshold)
            set(handles.text1,'String','Result: Accepted');
            set(handles.text2,'String',['Score: ' num2str(result)]);
        else
            set(handles.text1,'String','Result: Denied');
            set(handles.text2,'String',['Score: ' num2str(result)]);
        end
    end
end
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% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton4 = Delete.
%
% This function deletes the user marked in the listbox from the system.
 
function pushbutton4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to pushbutton4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
 
%Determines the right user to delete.
name_list = get(handles.listbox1, 'String');
selected_name = name_list(get(handles.listbox1,'Value'));
 
%Deletes the user data.
delete([cell2mat(selected_name) '.mat']);
 
%Removes user from the list.
selected = get(handles.listbox1,'Value');
prev_str = get(handles.listbox1, 'String');
len = length(prev_str);
if len > 0
  index = 1:len;
  prev_str = prev_str(find(index ~= selected),1);
  set(handles.listbox1, 'String', prev_str, 'Value', min(selected, 
length(prev_str)));
end
 
set(handles.text1,'String',['User' selected_name 'deleted']);
set(handles.text2,'String',' ');
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get_sample.m

% Captures a voice sample and returns it.
 
function sound_vector = get_sample()
 
% Creates an object for sound capture with winsound.
ai = analoginput('winsound');
% Adds a channel.
addchannel(ai, 1);
 
% Sample rate and length defined.
ai.SampleRate = 8000;
ai.SamplesPerTrigger = 40000;
ai.TriggerType = 'Immediate';
 
% Starts the sound capture process.
start(ai);
% Stores the sound captured into the sound capturing object, ai.
sound_vector = getdata(ai);
% Stops the sound capture process.
stop(ai);

applyFIR.m

%This function applies a FIR-filter on a signal.
 
function [voice_sample] = applyFIR(voice_sample)
k = 2;
while k < size(voice_sample(),1)
    if (voice_sample(k) == 0) && (voice_sample(k-1) == 0)
        %nothing
    else
        voice_sample(k) = voice_sample(k) - 0.97*voice_sample(k-1);
    end
    k = k + 1;
end
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noise_gate.m

% This function removes static noise from the wave in the given column in a
% matrix and returns the new matrix with the modified column.
 
function [out_matrix sound_length] = noise_gate(in_matrix,column)
i = length(in_matrix);
% Amplitudes with absolute values below the gate_value are set to zero.
gate_value = 0.01;          
% The threshold value is the number of consecutive samples below or above
% the gate_value for the noise_gate to respectively kick in or shut down.
threshold = 100;            
                            
                         
k = 0;                      %threshold counter
sound_length = 0;           %counting length of voice sample
 
while i > 0
    if (abs(in_matrix(i,column)) < gate_value)
        k = k - 1;
        if (k < 0)
            k = 0;
        end
        if (k == 0)
            in_matrix(i,column) = 0;
        end
    else
        k = k + 1;
        if k > threshold
            k = threshold;
            sound_length = sound_length + 1;
        end
    end
i = i - 1;
end
out_matrix = in_matrix;
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align.m

% Aligns the start of the voice wave to x = 0 on the x - axis.
 
function aligned_voice_sample = align(voice_sample)
i = 1;
j = 1;
k = 0;
while i < (size(voice_sample,1) + 1)
    if voice_sample(i) == 0
        if k == 1
            aligned_voice_sample(i) = 0;
            j = j + 1;
        else
            %nothing
        end
    else
        k = 1;
        aligned_voice_sample(j) = voice_sample(i);
        j = j + 1;
    end
    i = i + 1;
end

normalize.m

% Normalizes a given column in the input matrix to values between -1 and 1.
 
function out_matrix = normalize(in_matrix,column)
i = size(in_matrix,1);
max_value = max(abs(in_matrix(:,column)));
while (i > 0)
    in_matrix(i,column) = (in_matrix(i,column)) / max_value;
    i = i - 1;
end
out_matrix = in_matrix;
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normalize_matrix.m

% Normalizes the whole matrix to values between -1 and 1.
 
function mat_norm = normalize_matrix(mat)
i = size(mat,2);
while i > 0
    mat = normalize(mat,i);
    i = i - 1;
end
mat_norm = mat;

get_sfeatures.m

% Returns a vector of zeros and ones. The ones indicate the features that
% are significant. The M most significant ones are indicated by picking out the 
% M smallest values in the match_vector.

 
function out = get_sfeatures(match_vector,M)
out = zeros(1,size(match_vector,2));
k = 0;
 
while k < M
    [c,i] = min(match_vector);
    out(i) = 1;
    match_vector(i) = max(match_vector);
    k = k + 1;
end
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update_significant_features.m

% This function updates the significant_features vector according to the
% voice print samples contained in the voice_print_cell cell.
 
function sfeatures = update_significant_features(voice_print_cell)
k = size(voice_print_cell,2);
i = 1;
j = 2;
% predefining size of match_vector for speed
n = voice_print_cell{1};
match_vector = zeros(1,size(n,2));
 
% This loops through the different voice print sets of the user.
while i < k
    mat1 = voice_print_cell{i};
    mat2 = voice_print_cell{j};
    
    % This compares the voice prints and the deviation of each MFCC is
    % added to the match_vector in each "i-loop".
    m = size(mat1,2);
    while m > 0
        if (isnan(dtw(mat1(:,m),mat2(:,m),0)) == 0)
            match_vector(m) = match_vector(m) + abs(dtw(mat1(:,m),mat2(:,m),0));
        end
        m = m - 1;
    end
    
    
    if j == k
        i = i + 1;
        j = i + 1;
    else
        j = j + 1;
    end
end
 
% The total deviation result of each MFCC together with the number of
% significant features to be assigned is sent to the get_sfeatures function
% to be able to return the final significant_features vector.
sfeatures = get_sfeatures(match_vector,12);
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compare.m

% Compares voice_print_test with voice_print_cell and returns a match
% score. If length(voice_print_cell) > 1 then voice_print_test is compared
% to every matrix inside the cell and the results are added. Only the
% features determined by the significant_features vector are 
% compared.
 
 

function score = compare(voice_print_cell,voice_print_test,significant_features)
j = 1;
match_score = 0;
 
% predefining size of match_vector for speed
n = voice_print_cell{1};
match_vector = zeros(1,size(n,2));
 
 
while j < size(voice_print_cell,2)
    voice_print = voice_print_cell{j};
    i = 1;
    while i < size(voice_print_test,2)
        match_vector(i) = dtw(voice_print(:,i),voice_print_test(:,i),0);
        i = i + 1;
    end
    match_score = match_score + sum(significant_features .* match_vector);
    j = j + 1;
end
 
score = match_score / (sum(significant_features) * size(voice_print_cell,2));
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11.2 Flowcharts
Add and Delete User
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Train User
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Verify User
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11.3 Internet Resources

These programs did not have a software site but were found with search engines and downloaded 
from various free downloading sites:

Fake Voice, Blaze Audio Voice Cloak, Morphvox Classic, Voicegame, Veritel Screen Saver and 
WinDentify.

MyBioDentity: http://www.mybiodentity.com/

Diaphonics: http://www.diaphonics.com/spikeproduct.php

VoiceVerified: http://www.voiceverified.com/

VoiceVault: http://www.voicevault.com/

Matlab Voicebox Toolbox: 
http://www.ee.ic.ac.uk/hp/staff/dmb/voicebox/doc/voicebox/Contents.html

DTW:

http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/16350-continuous-dynamic-time-warping

Other useful speech processing tools:

HMM for Matlab:

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~murphyk/Software/HMM/hmm.html

PLP and Rasta for Matlab:

http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/matlab/rastamat/
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